THE SIGN OF JONAH – FULFILLED
May 2016

A Brief History in the present controversy with Charles Pace of New Mt. Carmel on the nature
and fulfillment of the Sign of Jonah in The Branch Movement.
Charles, what you shared in your summary last week, copied below, about the events in The Branch of the early 1980s, the
emerging revelation of the Holy Ghost Daughter, is a generally accurate rendition of our history with exceptions, …. As far as
the facts go. The TRUTH however, is a whole other story, a whole different level of reality as far as the types pertaining to
Christ Himself. Your attempt to extend and relate your testimony to the flat earth theory presently, and that if you were right
then, so then you must be right now, is a complete distortion of the truth of the Jonah messenger.
2SR153 – V.T. Houteff:
“Again, we see there is a type for every event, and let none despise types,
for where there is no type, there is no truth.”
Charles, your continual promoting of yourself as the “Jonah messenger” -- therefore you are Jonah in antitype (a Deity TYPE, a
CHRIST TYPE), is another attempt to bring in a doctrine of the Papacy, Roman popery, into The Branch. This is what you taught
in 1984 in our many discussions then, as you still teach today. What you taught then, as now, is a completely man-centered
end time message, a man-KING-PRIEST, VICE-GERENT, representing the congregation (1TG8:24,26). Yes, I know you teach the
Holy Ghost as King, ….then softly, and ever-so politely, you push Her aside in your claim to the Office of Joshua (Zech. 3).
THERE CANNOT BE TWO KINGS, one a created being and One Who is Deity.
That Deity needs a “vice-gerent” somehow and cannot manage Their-Own rulership of the Kingdom requires some real
boldness on your part. I mean, Ellen White states in TM 300 that the Lord will “take the reins into His/Her OWN HANDS.”
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There is only ONE King. This has been a great point of misunderstanding in The Branch concerning The Kingdom for a very long
time. Now, in the time of the Seventh Step (1SR126-127), all human imperfection and attempted human intervention in
Kingdom headship is to be finished - ended. The Holy Spirit is to be King, and the Holy Spirit will be worshiped in Jerusalem in
the Kingdom, IN PERSON, without any “vice-gerent” between Her and Her people. THIS is what is DIFFERENT, now,
constituting “THIS great change” (1TG8:24) in the Seventh Step movement – The Branch.
Zechariah 14 – One LORD – One King
14:9
And the LORD shall be king over all the earth: in that day shall there be one LORD, and his name one.
14:10 All the land shall be turned as a plain from Geba to Rimmon south of Jerusalem: and it shall be lifted up, and
inhabited in her place, from Benjamin's gate unto the place of the first gate, unto the corner gate, and [from] the tower of
Hananeel unto the king's winepresses.
14:11 And [men] shall dwell in it, and there shall be no more utter destruction; but Jerusalem shall be safely inhabited.
14:12 And this shall be the plague wherewith the LORD will smite all the people that have fought against Jerusalem; Their
flesh shall consume away while they stand upon their feet, and their eyes shall consume away in their holes, and their tongue
shall consume away in their mouth.
14:13 And it shall come to pass in that day, [that] a great tumult from the LORD shall be among them; and they shall lay hold
every one on the hand of his neighbor, and his hand shall rise up against the hand of his neighbor.
14:14 And Judah also shall fight at Jerusalem; and the wealth of all the heathen round about shall be gathered together,
gold, and silver, and apparel, in great abundance.
14:15 And so shall be the plague of the horse, of the mule, of the camel, and of the ass, and of all the beasts that shall be in
these tents, as this plague.
14:16 And it shall come to pass, [that] every one that is left of all the nations which came against Jerusalem shall even go
up from year to year to worship the King, the LORD of hosts (YHVH Sabaoth), and to keep the feast of tabernacles.
“YHVH Sabaoth” or “the LORD of Hosts” is the Divine Daughter, whenever that phrase is used in the Hebrew. “Sabaoth” is
feminine plural with the “oth” ending.
The Sign of Jonah
I would like to review, very briefly, The Sign of Jonah in The Branch, as taught or first introduced by Lois Roden in her several
prophecy charts in the late 1978 through 1979, when she drew up most of her time charts. Within her prophecy charts were
some amazing compacted prophecies for the seven-year ministry the Holy Spirit revealed to her, clearly showing a “Jonah” to
come, yes indeed, “another turtle dove” which was a recurrent theme by Lois Roden. As I look back on those events I am truly
amazed how it all unfolded and the terrible trials that Sis. Roden went through by the end of the seven-year prophecy, the
harvest in type and antitype. I studied her prophecy charts carefully and repeatedly through these last almost 38 years now, in
the fall of 1978, when I was introduced fully to her message. I met Lois and Ben in the spring of 1978 in California, at a
Davidian’s home where Lois was given the time to present her basic message. I met up with Ben and Lois again in the summer
of 1978 at the Davidian Salem headquarters in South Carolina, in August, where I heard Ben teach for the first time. I was
impressed with his study, as well as Lois’ basic study in the spring. Ben and Lois had heard about the Salem Association
membership controversy and decided to attend the session that summer. A tremendous blessing for me, to have had that
Providential meeting with Brother and Sister Roden.
Charles, as you would remember, I wrote up the first written testimony of The Sign of Jonah in antitype, in The Branch, in 1992,
as a response to Doug Mitchell’s claim to have the Seventh Thunder message at that time. This was the same year that you
wrote your extensive manuscript/book on the revelation of the Divine Daughter that was circulated in The Branch later that
year, “The Revelation of Jesus Christ and His Righteousness”.
Charles, you did indeed help Sis. Roden bring forth the separate message of the Divine Daughter, in 1984, which is what the
Sign of Jonah study was about that I wrote ---- But not really in December of 1980 when you first spoke to Lois about the
Daughter. Yes, I believe you --- that you spoke to Lois about that emerging truth near the end of 1980, and yes, she did ask you
to keep quiet about it. I see now, very clearly, why she asked you to keep quiet about that truth, even if she did not fully
understand it, or not fully accept the Divine Daughter at that time. I believe Lois was on a DIVINE timetable, a Divine schedule,
based on the seven-year prophecy that she was given by Inspiration, that was not fully understood by her when you greatly
desired to talk to her about it privately at the end of 1980. Charles, IT WAS NOT TIME TO BRING FORTH THAT TRUTH AT THE
END OF 1980. Sis. Roden’s several prophecy charts called for a REVELATION of the Cross AT PASSOVER 1981, not at Chanukah
1980.
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Doug Mitchell also knew of the Divine Daughter at that time, as he related to me also, BUT --- HOWEVER, IT WAS NOT HIS
MESSAGE TO GIVE. And even with the help you gave to Sis. Roden in 1984, when she saw that truth clearly, and she accepted
your help, I say, it was NOT your message either. What did you think the “Two Turtle-Doves” study tracts by Lois were all
about? It was about Christ and His Counterpart, whether Lois understood it or not until she published “The Wife of God” Tract,
1981. Without ever having met you, Athen Slawson also, understood that “Jesus has a wife”, in his own words, when he lifted
up Lois’ tract in 1981 and stated this at Passover 1981 in Glendale, California and taught the Daughter on the very same day you
were outside of Toronto, Canada teaching the Divine Daughter. Lois called we branches, her “helper angels”, anyone of the
branches who helped bring out the sixth Angel’s Message after disseminating her teaching with the help of the Holy Spirit.

WHY?
This is where we must carefully and rightly divide the types and the prophecy given to Lois Roden, being the Sixth Angel
messenger, having a DOUBLE PORTION message, which I know you accept and taught. But this is where the “Track of truth and
the track of error” come almost together, definitely parallel, as Ellen White stated.
“The track of truth lies close beside the track of error, and both tracks may seem to be one to minds which are not worked by
the Holy Spirit, and which, therefore, are not quick to discern the difference between truth and error.” {RH, October 22, 1903
par. 2}
Charles, about four years ago, many months after I became very enlightened about recent events there at Mt. Carmel, and your
longstanding claim to be “the Joshua of today”, I reviewed The Sign of Jonah book that I wrote in 1992, concerning the events
of 1984, as I learned from you, and I edited the whole book with the extensive details as I personally witnessed in 1984 at New
Mt. Carmel, and the events of 1981 that I witnessed in California along with the studies by Lois published and mailed out at that
time. In my Sign of Jonah history re-write, I removed everything that lifted up Charles Pace as “the Jonah messenger” etc. and
just related the FACTS of the events, and yes, keeping all the facts of your participation and help to Lois Roden in 1984 and your
help to her in her publication work. So, WHO did I elevate as the “Jonah Messenger” in my 2012 rewrite of The Sign of Jonah?
The Divine Daughter of course! If Christ the Son was the first JONAH, it only stands to reason that Christ the Daughter is the
second JONAH, in our day.
What does the type show?
Christ The Son was the Jonah Messenger in the type --- YES.
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So -Would not His Glory be the Jonah Messenger in the antitype?
I say YES.
If this is not the case, then WHO was the Jonah messenger in the type, if not Christ – Messiah Yahshua Himself?
Was it John the Baptist? Certainly John was the friend of the Bridegroom, but even John proclaimed in his message that he
must decrease and Yahshua must increase, setting the precedence that NO MAN would be exalted with Christ, or with the same
title, then or NOW. John’s life was also cut short and Yahshua Himself was well able to represent Himself since He was there in
Person. The Holy Ghost Daughter is HERE with us today, in PERSON, even though She has not yet been actually SEEN, yet, in
Her Glorious state, but Lois probably did see Her in 1977 as that Silver Feminine Angel. She has been HERE for the last 2000
years.
Matthew
12:39
But he answered and said unto them, An evil and adulterous generation seeketh after a sign; and there shall no sign
be given to it, but the sign of the prophet Jonas:
12:40 For as Jonas was three days and three nights in the whale's belly; so shall the Son of man be three days and three
nights in the heart of the earth.
This prophecy was obviously about Christ Himself, not a representative, BUT rather the revelation of His Glory, coming forth at
the end of a three day period, or three years, …. A message, ….NOT a messenger or representative that morphs into a full-on
Christ in antitype. I say NO, the type does not support such a claim. Not in verity and not at all.
Let me say here, to keep this brief, John the Baptist was NOT the Jonah messenger. Therefore, if he was not the Jonah
messenger, then WHO but Christ Himself would be that messenger? I believe you already know this and accept it. So,
knowing this and agreeing on this, we can see there was no man outside of Christ Himself to represent Him, or to represent
His Bride, His Glory. No TYPE, no Truth. This brings us to the point that you have long claimed to be Christ in antitype, not
reincarnated as David Koresh taught, but in a kind of transcarnated sense, as I describe it, through the “anointing” as you teach.
Well, if this is the case, then what Victor Houteff and Ben Roden taught, as written and quoted in Branch Lesson #3 page 12 is
not true, since both messengers say that Christ is crucified afresh, NOT in a PERSON, but in a MESSAGE. This is the message
that both Ben and Lois brought, the Branch-He message, then the Branch-She message, not your message, NOT the message of
a latter- day anointed SON who is to bear the title of “Christ” or “the Anointed One” or “Teacher of Righteousness”. There was
NEVER TO BE a “Christ”, an “ANOINTED ONE” in antitype in The Branch as a PERSON, a fellow-servant. A message YES, but a
“person” NO. Ben Roden brought that message, Christ in a message, bearing His New Name.
Charles, you have continually stated that this Jonah prophecy is about YOU in antitype, the three years from Passover 1981 to
Passover 1984, and for anyone who did not study the type in this most important prophecy that Yahshua Himself gave about
Himself, it would appear that perhaps it would be a latter-day prophetic fit, a fulfillment in our day based on the events from
1981 to 1984. This point is truly where we must PROVE ALL THINGS and hold fast to what is good. 1 Thes. 5:21.
In our seeking to know WHO is the Jonah messenger, we must put to the most rigorous test the TYPES involved, and decide if
someone is to have come in The Branch that would be “Christ”, “the ANOINTED ONE” in antitype, in PERSON. This is exactly
what the branches under David Koresh fell for, a man claiming to be Christ, and 84 of them died, and many went to prison for
their misguided loyalty to a man! And here we go again, with Charles Pace, only this time, from a different angle. A one-two
punch. Victor Houteff stated that we should beware of a coming “knockout blow”, and a knockout blow is a ONE-TWO punch, a
two-fold effort to divert the people’s minds, from the KING of the Kingdom --- to a man who claims to be “king – judge”
(1TG8:26,24).
Here is that statement by V. T. Houteff:
“Everything that can be done against God's message of today will be done with even a greater vengeance than was manifest
against Heaven's message in the days of Christ's first advent, for the Devil knows that if he loses now, he loses forever -- that he
is to have no other chance. Unparalleled, therefore, is the urgency that every eleventh-hour church member now quickly and
solidly brace himself against the Enemy's effort to deliver a knockout blow. We must be alert, too, to realize that the blow is
to come from surprisingly unsuspected foes -- from professed friends of the gospel, who are no less pious than were priests in
Christ's day. It is, moreover, but to be expected that the Adversary will employ every agency possible to prevent the Lord from
disclosing to view His now obscure 144,000 first-fruit servants, who are to go gather in the second fruits (Rev. 7:9). The Enemy
will try everything conceivable to confuse, becloud, and cover up the Truth, especially on the subject of the 144,000.” WHR 33
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Wow, what a statement! The Devil will do anything to stop the harvest of the firstfruits, and if the Wavesheaf is defeated by a
massive deception of the Sabbath and the Sign of Jonah, then he wins. No harvest.
Davidans have wondered for many years what that statement meant. Most believe it applied to the death of Victor Houteff in
1955. But if you can succeed in causing the Branch believers to reject the historical Sabbath of 1845 and to accept sunday
sacredness (call it what you want, it is still the first day of the week) then you will succeed in preventing the Wavesheaf
candidates from their sealing and dedication. At that point, the whole HARVEST is LOST. I repeat, THE WHOLE HARVEST IS
LOST. Clever trick. The enemy gets his agent to move onto New Mt. Carmel with a supposed revelation that Ellen White,
Joseph Bates and all of the founders of the Advent Movement were wrong about the true Sabbath in 1845 (the weekly cycle)
because of the calendar change in 1582 (Gregorian Calendar beginning), which had nothing to do with any change of the
weekly cycle. You have never proved otherwise that the weekly cycle was ever changed, and that the LORD permitted the
change of the days of the week to confuse Sabbath keepers since who knows when, since it was never recorded, supposedly
removed or covered up by the Jesuits. That it was NOT Rome’s OPEN CHANGE of the Fourth Commandment, as Ellen White
taught in The Great Controversy, transferring the solemnity of the Sabbath to the first day of the week, but a change of the
weekly cycle itself. Very novel and very confusing tactic I say.
Charles, whatever the seventh message was to be, or a seventh messenger, it would need to come on one of the four 430-year
prophecy dates, either 1955, 1960 or 1977, or finally – 1990. Since you stake your claim to the Jonah messenger on the events
of Passover 1981 --- UP IN CANADA, then the end date of Passover 1984, we can see immediately that neither 1981 …. OR 1984,
was on the 430 year fulfillment radar.
I say, even though you helped Lois bring forth the 1981 message of the Daughter (based on her tract – The Wife of God that
was mailed out for Passover 1981) that was not fully accepted until Passover 1984, that message was not yours – prophetically.
The final message, of the Daughter’s ministration, was to come in 1990. This is my position now, and it leaves out any
possibility of a fellow servant to be KING, PRIEST, JUDGE over the Body of Messiah – The Branch. Charles, you claimed to be
the message of the hour while the Sixth Angel messenger was still on the scene, in 1984, until today.
One message does NOT eclipse the other, particularly while the other messenger is still alive and publishing as Lois Roden
was, until 1986. You tried in many ways to get Lois to acknowledge you, but she never did, not outright, not verbally. And, it
would not have been her place to do so anyway. It is a MESSAGE that “JOINS” the Third Angel, not a messenger, not
concurrent. The LORD would not disrespect or displace His/Her current messenger, as was done by Vernon Howell and the
residents of NMC back in 1983. This was Vernon Howell’s whole claim and purpose, to DUMP Lois Roden and come on-board
with the new message and messenger, and most of the residents did, there at Mt. Carmel. What a terrible ordeal for dear Sis.
Roden. I recount those events often in my mind. Charisma, talent and youth swept away most of the people at New Mt.
Carmel in 1983, setting in motion the events that would culminate and terminate in April of 1993.
Charles, I went through a very long and difficult process to understand this reality as I see it today. And I see it very clearly now.
I am duty bound to share it and to “sigh and cry” for the abominations in the church (Eze. 9).
Also, I have a written study I did about a year ago, that no latter-day message of prophecy can come from anywhere but the
United States, based on the Revelation 9:14 angels, clearly taught by Victor Houteff and Ben Roden. I will be presenting this
same study in a video, in short order, to bring it out more fully. You cannot claim that what you shared with Lois in December
of 1980 was a message since it was not on TIME, not indicated on any of Lois’ time charts, not until Passover 1981, and you
were up in Canada at that time. This is a big deal in the prophecy picture of the four angels BOUND in the River Euphrates (Rev.
9:14), BOUND in the UNITED STATES. Victor Houteff and Ben Roden taught this! This is forthcoming. I originally wrote the
study a year ago with extensive quotes from both VTH and BLR to counter the claims of not only Trent Wilde in Canada, but also
Ariel Dacutanan in the Philippines, and others outside the USA, who are continually presenting what they claim as the new
message, originating outside of the United States.
The Core Issue – The Claim of the Promised Son TODAY
Charles, you stated in your email last week, first week of May 2016:
“How do I explain what I understand to the very one I trust my spiritual learning to. How do I tell Lois she does not have the full
picture, or ALL THE TRUTH AS IT IS IN CHRIST. How do I tell the spiritual leader of the message and movement I was just
baptized into as I assisted her to baptize others. How do I tell her she was wrong in thinking she is the daughter of God in
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human flesh and that it is not The One Who Came Forth from the Only Begotten Son, The Second Adam, and that She is The
Second Eve.

“It was not until Passover 1984 that I was able to again share with Lois and the whole church the Message I was given to teach
the Sabbath and Sanctuary Truth more fully. She accepted what I had brought and she was repentant of the fact that she was
wrong in her teaching and that she apologized for being antagonistic toward my teaching this message 3 years to the day
earlier. She then realized that I was the one she prophesied would come as the Jonah Messenger with a timely message
about the Spirit. She also realized that she had been beguiled and deceived by Vernon Howell and was side-tracked from what
the Spirit had told her to prophesy about the Jonah Message and Messenger that would come in the middle of the 7 year
ministry 1977 to 1984. She prophesied it would happen at Passover of 1981 and I did come with the message right on time and
then verified it 3 days and 3 nights or 3 full years later at Passover 1984 when Lois and Vernon Howell accepted what I taught.
And the rest is HISstory.” End quote.
Charles, there are some historical facts in this paragraph, but there are serious flaws and serious misperceptions in your claim.
On the one hand you claim that you convinced Lois that she was NOT the Divine Daughter in the flesh, and as I remember more
clearly, she never did make such a claim, never specifically mentioned such a thing, nor did she uplift herself on that level. She
did however ANNOUNCE that there was COMING the Holy Spirit in the Flesh (“In the Beginning” tract, page 14). Interesting,
this is what two verses in Zechariah 14 appear to say, that will come to pass very soon.
Then, of all things, you make the bold claim that you were some kind of a literal/spiritual SON OF PROMISE, IN THE FLESH, no
less. What a contrast of claims, Charles.
The whole point I make here is that it is the Divine Daughter IN A MESSAGE is the Jonah Messenger, and finally to come IN THE
FLESH as the OTHER JONAH to teach, heal and rule in the Kingdom. Lois Roden announced this. Same with Ben Roden’s
message, it was Christ in a MESSAGE (“not a PERSON” Branch Lesson #3 p. 12) that was to be “crucified afresh by His professed
followers”. Vernon Howell claimed this role, and so did you. I remember Lois saying to both of us in 1984 that she was
perplexed by both Vernon and you, that you were both teaching opposite sides of the same coin, words to that immediate
effect.
Fact, and Truth:
1. Vernon Howell crucified Christ afresh by teaching the people to follow a man (himself) and then to agree to the annulling of
the Seventh Commandment (Marriage), his followers letting him take all the married men’s wives, sleep with them and
procreate with them. He claimed to be “God in the flesh”. Yet, he was only a man and NOT Deity! Eze. 28:2.
2. Charles Pace crucified Christ afresh by teaching the people to follow a man (himself) and then to disregard the Fourth
Commandment (Sabbath, representing Seven, the Daughter, Bat Sheva in antitype), making yourself the center of the sanctuary
message on earth today (the “Joshua” of Zechariah 3, the representative of the Holy Ghost in the earth) and thus complete the
apostasy of the “mark of the beast”, sunday sacredness (punch 1) and following a man (punch 2) or 666. Since you claim to be
the earthly “vice-gerent”, you also essentially claim to be “God in the flesh”, the “anointed son”, in-the-flesh. YET, “thou art a
man and not Deity.” Eze. 28:2.
Thus, a ONE-TWO punch, a “knockout blow” to the church to END the spiritual HARVEST. The “mark of the beast” fulfilled, in
the Church FIRST. Ellen White and Victor Houteff stated that the Sabbath and the Marriage Institutions are “TWIN
INSTITUTIONS” from creation, and if one is desecrated, so too the other. Vernon Howell could not do it all, bringing in the
“mark of the beast” because, had he violated both marriage law and Sabbath law, he may have lost most or all of this followers,
so the mark had to come in two parts, two phases. This is what was troubling Lois Roden, in her mind and heart. But she did
not see the outright violation of the marriage institution by Vernon, not in her lifetime, or the outright violation of the Fourth
Commandment by you.
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As I finish this brief review of our history I need to address the often repeated statement by you, Charles, to others, that
everything that I or Linda teach we learned from you. We just got a report of that from Daniel Tan whom you met at the
memorial on April 19 according to him. No. Not true. You want to take credit for everything Charles, even to the point of
saying that what you teach is the very recreation of humanity itself, that the people are recreated by your message, that you
will lay hands on those you see fit to get the garment change, imparted by yourself, which by the way, you claim to already
have. Only the Holy Spirit will SEAL the Wavesheaf candidates and IMPART the garment change of Christ’s Righteousness, and
ONLY to those who accept HER as King, the only KING and JUDGE. WHY can She do this? Because She already HAS the
garment change of Zechariah 3, because She IS the RIGHTEOUSNESS OF CHRIST. Will you join me in exalting ONLY Her, Her
Kingship, Her Righteousness?
“Now from the light that I have, as it was presented to me in figures: There was a narrow compass here; there within that
narrow is a king-like, kingly ruling power. …. Now the Lord wants his Spirit to come in. He wants the Holy Ghost king.” E.G.
White. {SpM 163:1, 166.2}
EGW quotes regarding those who claim to be prophets:
"Because in these days many who boldly claim that they are prophets are a reproach to the cause of Christ; and because my
work includes much more than the word "prophet" signifies." {Selected Messages, vol.1, p. 32.4}
"Others have called me a prophetess, but I have never assumed that title. I have not felt that it was my duty thus to designate
myself. Those who boldly assume that they are prophets in this our day are often a reproach to the cause of Christ." {Selected
Messages, vol.1, p. 35.6}
"And if any man think that he knoweth any thing, he knoweth nothing yet as he ought to know."(1 Corinthians 8:2).
“None of the apostles and prophets claimed to be without sin. Men who have lived the nearest to God, men who would
sacrifice life itself rather than knowingly commit a wrong act, men whom God has honored with divine light and power, have
confessed the sinfulness of their nature. They have put no confidence in the flesh, have claimed no righteousness of their own,
but have trusted wholly in the righteousness of Christ.” {AA 561.1}
"A true Christian, however, never boasts of having attained perfection, for he is aiming ever higher and higher as he travels up
the narrow path. And as he comes closer and closer to Him to Whom perfection begins and ends, he exclaims with the prophet:
“Woe is me! for I am undone; because I am a man of unclean lips and I dwell in the midst of a people of unclean lips: for mine
eyes have seen the King, the Lord of hosts.” Isa. 6:5.
"Let the recording angels write the history of the holy struggles and conflicts of the people of God, let them record their prayers
and tears; but let not God be dishonored by the proclamation from human lips, declaring, “I am sinless. I am holy.” Sanctified
lips will never give utterance to such presumptuous words."— (Signs of the Times, May 23, 1895.) {Pr 252.2}
This is why prophet Ellen G White, Victor T Houteff, Benjamin Roden, and Lois Roden did not claim to be prophets because
these references actually help us identify who the false prophets of today are - those who are in such a rush to claim that they
are prophets or THE Joshua, or King David in antitype, or even Christ in antitype. It shall be no more. The Idolatry of men -must end.
From Tract 8, Victor Houteff – False prophets and false christs will be cleansed out of the land:

“The fact that "in their mouth was found no guile" (Rev. 14:5), plainly goes to show that they are to proclaim nothing but pure
gospel truth, and makes their words as authoritative and as mandatory as the written words of the prophets and of the
apostles. Indeed these first fruits are invested with even greater power and authority: "In that day shall the Lord defend the
inhabitants of Jerusalem; and he that is feeble among them at that day shall be as David; and the house of David shall be as
God, as the angel of the Lord before them." Zech. 12:8.
Also "in that day," further says Zechariah, "there shall be a fountain opened to the house of David and to the inhabitants of
Jerusalem for sin and for uncleanness." Zech. 13:1.
When this fountain "for sin and for uncleanness" is finally opened "to the house of David," the crowning evidence will be seen
that the consolidation of the two kingdoms is an accomplished fact, and that the time has come for the proclamation of the
gospel in all the world.
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And "it shall come to pass in that day, saith the Lord of hosts, that I will cut off the names of the idols out of the land, and they
shall no more be remembered: and also I will cause the prophets and the unclean spirit to pass out of the land." Zech. 13:2.
That is, at the time that this gospel-proclaiming kingdom is set up, it will be a church without guile -- free from all idolaters and
false teachers. And it shall be fed by "one shepherd...even My servant David; he shall feed them, and he shall be their
shepherd. And I the Lord will be their God, and My servant David a prince among them." Ezek. 34:23, 24.
When the Lord thus takes "the reigns in His own hands" (Testimonies to Ministers, p. 300), and again rules the church as a
theocratic government (in the last days), "it shall come to pass," as says Isaiah, "...that the mountain of the Lord's house shall be
established in the top of the mountains, and shall be exalted above the hills, and all nations shall flow unto it.” Tract 8
18, 19

Summarizing:


What you purportedly said to Lois Roden in 1980 about the personal Glory of the Son being separate from the Glory
of the Father, is just your testimony, there are no witnesses and there must be two or three witnesses to confirm a
matter. It was not time for that truth to come forth until Passover 1981. Lois told you to be quiet about what you
said about the Divine Daughter in the meeting near Toronto on Passover of 1981. It was not time to begin to talk
openly about the Divine Daughter. What you said you spoke of in your private meeting with Lois in December of
1980 was to RUN AHEAD of Inspiration’s appointed TIME. And, then, by your announcement of the separate Glory
of the Son, you claim by this introduction that YOU were revealing Christ’s Glory, before the Inspired chart (unrolling
of the Scroll) revealed it, and thus you presumed that you were the Jonah messenger, even as Christ the Son was the
Jonah messenger in His day. Incredible.



In 1981 at Passover you finally had the opportunity to teach openly what you knew about the Divine Daughter, but
Athen Slawson, in California, also began to teach about the Divine Daughter, the very day that the Wife of God tract
was received (or a few days before) and was first openly discussed Passover day 1981. Athen gave a study on the
topic, based upon the tract, actually holding up that tract, showing me and others present, and Athen was in the
United States (Rev. 9:14 Four Angels), now sharing openly what he also knew for some time. Athen waited for the
right time to teach and discuss the topic of the Divine Daughter. I was there visiting the Slawson’s on Passover day
1981, first day of Unleavened, when this topic first came up, ON TIME, and based upon Lois Roden’s RELEASE of that
truth for open discussion in her tract, “The Wife of God”. That truth was to come out INSPIRATION’S WAY.



What I am saying in the above point is that Sis. Roden may have known that the message was not to be developed
from Canada, but from the United States ONLY (Rev. 9:14 Angels “Bound…”) and that she likely knew you were
attempting to attach your name to that message. Which you, in fact, DID, as the “Jonah messenger” according to
you.



After exactly three years, after Lois told the Canadian sisters to not fellowship with you or not let you teach, you
came to Mt. Carmel in a time of spiritual crisis in the movement to finally present the Daughter, finally in a timely
way, and you did help that message to be fully brought forth, however, you also used the occasion to begin to claim
that you were the PERSONAL fulfillment of the Sign of Jonah, “Christ”, as a man, as a fellow servant. As I said here,
only the Divine Daughter could be the REAL FULFILLMENT of the Sign of Jonah since Her Beloved was the
fulfillment in the type, thus you tried to EDGE HER OUT, apparently thinking that a feminine Being could not fulfill
that role since in the type Christ was a man, BUT SHE TOO is Christ, equal to Him. There is no type for an
intermediary representative in the Sign of Jonah –--- NONE. Show me otherwise.



Charles, you did a wonderful job in teaching about the Daughter in 1984, all up to the point that you start assigning
positions and roles to various fellow servants in the movement, then and through the many years since, setting
yourself up as the chief appointer and role player, in the role of Christ Himself (Jonah), in antitype, played by
yourself. Yours-truly went from being “Michael” the new archangel (somehow) on earth in 1984, TO “the Satan at
your right hand” (Zechariah 3), when things did not go as you wanted. What a deception, and a robbery of Divine
authority.
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Then, in 1990, after many of us had gone to Israel two times prior, for Passover 1989 and then the High Holy Days of
1989, in the expectation of some important event (illustrated on Lois Roden’s “Heralds of the Morning chart), you
come along on the third trip, and again, you had some valuable insights to share with Teresa Moore and myself,
about the events of that final fulfillment season of the 430 years on Lois Roden’s “Heralds of the Morning” chart.
Again, you claim that I learned everything from you in our trip to Israel, third trip for myself and others, and the first
trip there for you. That is a false statement. Charles, it was NOT you who had an important dream about a month
before that trip that showed there would be a change in the Heavenly ministration that Passover 1990, from Heaven
to earth. Someone was given a dream that was published to Teresa Moore, to you and to many others prior to the
1990 Passover trip. And, this same individual was given the providential vision on the previous Day of Atonement, in
Jerusalem, of the coming of the Judicial Throne, with Christ as Judge, coming to Judge His house. That same person
published that understanding also in late October or early November of 1989. We did not know why He/Christ was
coming, what was coming in 1993, but we were shown that He did come, before you came on the scene several
months later. So, please stop telling people I am only teaching what you taught me. The grape-vine in this
movement is extensive and everything gets back to us.



Who was the only one who wrote something in 1990, the Revelation and Report from Jerusalem on the coming of
the Judicial Throne and the Change in Ministration, the opening of the executive phase of the Judgement for the
Living? You helped with several clarifications on the events then, but you did not originate the overall theme, except
for the Wavesheaf not going up at that time as Teresa was hoping for.



You and Doug Mitchell wrote your key studies in the year 1992, which is not a fulfillment year of the 430-year
prophecy. The Passover 1990 study was sent to you the first week of July 1990 to proof read, after I had worked on it
for over two months. I noticed no major edits by you and only the author’s name appeared at the end, as the scribe
of the events we witnessed at Passover 1990 in Jerusalem. You could have added your name, but you did not. That
was providential. The study was finished on July 1, 1990, the day the author dated it at the end, which the author
did NOT even know was the very fulfillment day of the 430 year application by Lois Roden that John Knox fulfilled at
the beginning of that time period in Scotland, 430 years before. Doug Mitchell attempted to back track his “Daily
Supper” study to that date (1990) in 1992, which he admits in one of his studies (Dry Bones Extra), but he did not
know it in 1990 on July 1. He only noticed the date at the end of the 1990 study and felt the need to compete for
that date, after it was shared with him later that summer after it was received back from you and then published and
mailed out. That study was mailed to everyone on the mailing list in the summer of 1990. Doug had no witnesses for
his July 1, 1990 date, only his word, in his post-dated application of the 1990 General Conference Session in
Indianapolis of that year. We found the General Conference minutes of that July 1 pre-meeting that Doug claimed
his Daily Supper message was accepted by the leaders of the SDA church, and although the minutes are extensive,
there is no word of acceptance of a “Daily Supper” acceptance and no-one can validate Doug’s claim to stand with
him on that purported event of July 1, 1990. Also to this day, the Seventh-day Adventist Church keeps a quarterly
communion service, not daily.

So now you have the short version of these events and you are welcome to debate the facts and the truth, but the Truth will
prevail, I assure you. You are attempting to get The Branch believers to accept the flat earth theory to make fools of all of us in
the world press, but I am going on record as rejecting your claims across the board all the way back to 1981, 1984. You claim
that I am the “satan at your right hand” but I am NOT at your right hand Charles, and while I was there, there was NO particular
or general controversy between us until the late spring of 2011, when you spued profanity in my wife’s face when she came to
you for help on a matter there on the property. This convenient assigning of prophetic roles by you is just atrocious. Utterly
diabolical.
I am still keeping the historical Sabbath of the Advent Movement, upheld by Victor Houteff, Ben Roden and Lois Roden, and you
are not. So, let the people figure out who the Satan is at the LORD’s right hand (at the “right hand” of the Holy Spirit’s work –
HQ), both in 1984, and today, and who it is that is resisting the truth and bringing a curse into the Movement again. It has
been a “knockout blow”, except that it was NOT a knockout, and I speak for myself. I don’t know if any others have given up
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the Sabbath truth of 1845 through Joseph Bates and Ellen White. But, nice try. I stand firm on the foundation Platform of
Truth, and I will encourage everyone to remain on the 1844 Platform of Truth.
Beauty of Truth Made Apparent by Opposition
The zeal of those who obey the Lord will be increased as the world and the church unite in making void the law. Every objection
raised against the commandments of God will make way for the advancement of truth and enable its advocates to present its
value before men. There is a beauty and force in the truth that nothing can make so apparent as opposition and persecution.-13MR 71, 72 (1896). {LDE 140.4}
This time, when there is such an effort made to enforce the observance of Sunday, is the very opportunity to present to the
world the true Sabbath in contrast to the false. The Lord in His providence is far ahead of us. He has permitted this Sunday
question to be pressed to the front that the Sabbath of the fourth commandment may be presented before the legislative
assemblies. Thus the leading men of the nation may have their attention called to the testimony of God's Word in favor of the
true Sabbath.--2MR 197 (1890). {LDE 141.1}
We Ought to Obey God Rather Than Men
The adherents of truth are now called upon to choose between disregarding a plain requirement of God's Word or forfeiting
their liberty. If we yield the Word of God and accept human customs and traditions, we may still be permitted to live among
men, to buy and sell, and have our rights respected. But if we maintain our loyalty to God it must be at the sacrifice of our rights
among men, for the enemies of God's law have leagued together to crush out independent judgment in matters of religious
faith and control the consciences of men. . . . {LDE 141.2}
The people of God will recognize human government as an ordinance of divine appointment and will by precept and example
teach obedience to it as a sacred duty so long as its authority is exercised within its legitimate sphere. But when its claims
conflict with the claims of God we must choose to obey God rather than men. The Word of God must be recognized and obeyed
as an authority above that of all human legislation. "Thus saith the Lord" is not to be set aside for a "Thus saith the church or
the state." The crown of Christ is to be uplifted above all the diadems of earthly potentates. -- HM Nov. 1, 1893. {LDE 142.1}
Satan offers to men the kingdoms of the world if they will yield to him the supremacy. Many do this and sacrifice heaven. It is
better to die than to sin; better to want than to defraud; better to hunger than to lie. -- 4T 495 (1880). {LDE 142.2}
Charles, your attempt to attach a change of the weekly cycle to the 1582 change by Rome (pertaining to the days of the month
ONLY) is false, unproven. No historical work has supported your claim. The people of this Movement need to study this, “prove
all things, and hold fast that which is good.” The weekly cycle was never changed, since creation. So said Ellen White and all of
the founders of the Advent Movement.
The TRUTH will prevail.
Thomas

From Charles Pace, early May 2016:
Hi Everyone,

I am writing this answer to Linda and publicly to all of you because the original email with the statement and question to all was
about the picture of the Sun which was the opening scene of the movie "Fire Birds" and I included the reference so you can do
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your do diligence and check it out for yourselves and see with your own eyes that there are clouds before and behind the
setting sun. When you do go to the original scene you will see helicopters flying before the cloud enshrouded setting sun and
realize that this is ACTUAL FOOTAGE not CGI (Computer Generated Images). And if it were CGI why would they want to put
clouds behind the sun? The Helicopters not the nature of the sun were the main subject of the film.

So I asked you all to look and consider this natural phenomenon which by the way Linda, contradicts what we all have learned
and taught in school. And that is the very point I was making that we have been mislead, intentionally by science and it's
professors. When I first had my epiphany about the Holy Ghost Daughter, I could not find any proof until She showed Herself to
me. But at that time as it still is, very difficult to share that Truth with others because unless She convicts the individual they will
not believe that Truth no matter how much you try to convince them that what you have been given to understand is The
Truth. Spiritual things ARE SPIRIT-ually discerned and no one, friend, brother, sister, father, mother, son, daughter, husband or
wife can make us understand what only the Holy Spirit can enlighten our minds and hearts to believe and exercise great faith
and confidence in what She has intimately showed us about Herself and Her Bridegroom.

Back in 1980, when She first revealed Herself to me, I had nothing to prove what I understood in my heart of hearts. I wanted
someone to go to that would say to me,"Yes I think you are right." I wanted to share what I have been understanding with Lois
who I had just assisted in baptizing most of her congregation into the Holy Spirit Mother Truth and Movement. I had edited and
did the art work for many of Lois' tracts, specifically the "Behold Thy Mother" tracts and "Merkabah Part 3. It was very difficult
to tell Lois that she needed to understand more about Our Heavenly Family and to see the 4th Member, as the Daughter of
Eloahim and the express image of Her Mother. She came forth from the Son on the cross when HE CRIED OUT, "IT IS (I AM)
FINISHED. FATHER INTO YOUR HANDS (THE MOTHER) I GIVE YOU MY SPIRIT." At that moment there was an earthquake and
the graves (of the Wave Sheaf) were opened, and the veil in the Temple was ripped from top to bottom, "AND THAT VEIL
SIGNified HIS FLESH."

How do I explain what I understand to the very one I trust my spiritual learning to. How do I tell Lois she does not have the full
picture, or ALL THE TRUTH AS IT IS IN CHRIST. How do I tell the spiritual leader of the message and movement I was just
baptized into as I assisted her to baptize others. How do I tell her she was wrong in thinking she is the daughter of God in
human flesh and that it is not The One Who Came Forth from the Only Begotten Son, The Second Adam, and that She is The
Second Eve.

Unless the Holy Spirit convicted Lois, she would never have understood this Truth and realized she was a type but NOT The
Truth in verity. It took Lois three years to realize what I had shared with her in a "daily study i the 2nd week of December of
1980, actually the week after she baptized everyone with my assistance. On Passover of 1981, when I was in Canada officiating
the Feast with the brethren and sisters in Toronto, I felt the Spirit's urging to share what I had been keeping to myself for fear I
would be stepping out of line and antagonizing the leadership at Mount Carmel. But I could no longer hold my peace and gave a
study on the Son and His Bride, the Daughter and how She was manifested at the cross, bone of His bone and flesh of His flesh.
He bowed His head and gave up The Holy Ghost and He died an eternal death. "No man takes My Life from Me, I freely give
Her." She was fashioned a body from His Living flesh and bone by the Father and Mother. She His Living Sacrifice, The Mother of
All Living, entered the Heavenly Sanctuary and offered Herself mediating His living flesh, blood and Spirit in the Heavenly
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Sanctuary before the Divine Mother and Father. They accepted His sacrifice on behalf of the first Adam and Eve. The Son was
Adam's Sacrifice and The Daughter became Eve's Sacrifice. One died an eternal death while the other lives forever.

The Father and mother saw that Their Son obeyed His Father's will and sent the Daughter to deliver the Son of man from
eternal death when He became sin for Adam (mankind). He was obedient even unto eternal death, which counted unto Him as
righteousness. And the Daughter will raise us ALL from the dead, whether we be in the grave as He and those that were
resurrected with Him or She will translate us from a life of sin and death as was Enoch and those that will be born again and
translated through the Baptism of the Holy Ghost, the Second Eve and truly The Mother of All the Living Saints or Branch
Davidians (sons and daughters of the Universal House of David.

It was not until Passover 1984 that I was able to again share with Lois and the whole church the Message I was given to teach
the Sabbath and Sanctuary Truth more fully. She accepted what I had brought and she was repentant of the fact that she was
wrong in her teaching and that she apologized for being antagonistic toward my teaching this message 3 years to the day
earlier. She then realized that I was the one she prophesied would come as the Jonah Messenger with a timely message about
the Spirit. She also realize that she had been beguiled and deceived by Vernon Howell and was side tracked from what the Spirit
had told her to prophesy about the Jonah Message and Messenger that would come in the middle of he 7 year ministry 1977 to
1984. She prophesied it would happen at Passover of 1981 and I did come with the message right on time and then verified it 3
days and 3 nights or 3 full years later at Passover 1984 when Lois and Vernon Howell accepted what I taught. And the rest is
HISstory.

Why did I elaborate on the past history pertaining to the Branch Message and Movement when I asked you all about the
picture of the sun with clouds behind and in front of it? What you may ask does it have to do with that. Well, simply because it
was a simple observation that has only one true answer and that is yes! I see the clouds are obviously in front and behind the
sun which can only mean it is not 93,000,000 miles away like we were ALL taught in school. So you did not answer the question,
because the answer would mean you would have to deny what you were taught in school.

When I began studying to be a doctor I realized very quickly that there were 2 ways to go, God's way and the world's way. The
world's way 40 years ago was going to medical school and being indoctrinated into it's science and pharmaceutical practices. I
found out that pharmakia in the Greek means sorcery and witchcraft. I decided to read and practice "Back To Eden", by Jethro
Kloss. I also studied Herbs and became a A Chartered Herbalist through the Dominion Herbal College in Burnaby, B.C. After
studying "The Ministry of Healing" and "Counsels On Diets and Foods", I decided to enroll in the Clayton School of Natural
Healing, Birmingham, Alabama and earned a Diploma as a Naturopathic Doctor, N.D. and I was now able to practice in harmony
with the Scriptures and the dictates of my conscience, the Holy Spirit. I did not have to go along with the worldly schools and
science and become a witch doctor practicing sorcery and witchcraft and dispensing drugs, but a doctor or teacher of
righteousness (right way) or one who uses our God-given natural laws for healing - Mother Nature Herself - The Holy Ghost, and
I don't mean Gaia either.

So I learned a long time ago at a very young age to question what you are being taught or programmed to believe. Even as a
young Catholic studying catechism the Holy Spirit had me question what I was being told to memorize which is nothing more
than brainwashing. I thank the Holy Ghost for leading me into all the Truth I know so far because when SHE PRESENTED IT TO
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ME AND IT DID NOT GO ALONG WITH WHAT I LEARNED IN SCHOOL OR I LEARNED IN SABBATH SCHOOL I DID NOT THROW IT
BACK AT HER AND QUESTIONED WHAT SHE HAD SHOWN ME. I HAD ENOUGH TRUST AND CONFIDENCE TO FAITHFULLY WAIT
UNTIL SHE SHOWED ME PROOF OF WHAT I HAD ACCEPTED BY MY OWN PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS AND OF COURSE FAITH
THAT WHEN I ASKED FOR BREAD SHE DID NOT GIVE ME A STONE!

That is where I am going with the Flat Earth Model. I like you was taught to believe in a heliocentric globular model until She
showed me different. And believe me I got upset when She kept bringing me proof of the lies we have been fed as we went to
school and were indoctrinated by our teachers and our curriculum. By the way, if you haven't already realized the Jesuits were
the professors and teachers in most of the worldly colleges and they are the ones who have created the sciences mathematics, physics, engineering, medicine, etc. of our times and you must pass the exams they have developed to question
your knowledge of the particular curriculum you wish to be a professor or master of. A Phd in Mathematics is earned if you past
the required subject matter in that subject. A Medical Doctor can only be licensed to practice if he takes Hippocratic Oath and
be sworn in and licensed by the AMA - American Medical Assoc.- whose curriculum and practice is based on the Pharmaceutical
Companies procedures to diagnose and prescribe their brand of drug for whatever the diagnostic procedure calls for. Sorcery
and witch craft is considered rebellion against God in the Scriptures. What?! Yes!

I am beginning to find out more and more that most of what I have been taught in school is all lies and that I have made it a
point to question everything, especially when it is taught by Jesuit professors in Jesuit Colleges. But I do know for a fact, that
Jesuits have infiltrated every denomination and religion on the face of the Earth today and every government and economic
institution. Not to mention theSeminaries, yes even SDA Colleges. Why? To water down the doctrines taught in Scripture and
the Spirit of Prophecy. Samuel Bacciochi was a good example of this. He was born in Rome, Italy and grew up near the Jesuit
College. Most Italians that close to the Vatican are raised Catholics, but he happens to be the first non-Catholic student to
graduate from that Jesuit College. And for his doctorate thesis he wrote a study on the changing of the Sabbath from Saturday
to Sunday. And get this, he receive a gold medal for doing such a great job on that thesis. And guess where he ended up
teaching as a Theologian? Why at none other than The Seventh Day Adventist Seminary College of Andrews University. He was
a Professor of Theology and his expertise was of course the Sabbath and Saturday observance.

I am sorry but I got a huge red flag especially when the Holy Spirit has been revealing more light on true Sabbath keeping based
on the Creators Calendar based on Enoch's Calendar of 364 days and based not on the moon as Brother Houteff points out, but
based on the counting of the days as the Sun rotates over the Flat Earth and counts of the Days, Months and Seasons.

Was good (righteous) old Enoch wrong! No he had to be right since God called him up to be with Him and EGW saw him on
another world. Any way Linda, you need to check things out more fully for yourself, and don't let others do your research or
thinking for you. That got you in trouble in the past because you listened to the wrong people and did not check out your facts.
I would hate to see you or anyone else loose out because you have listened to other people's word for it and have not allowed
the Holy Spirit to lead you into ALL Truth. Remember, sin is nothing more than believing a lie and we are counseled to know the
Truth, because it is the Truth that will set us free.

Well here is the Truth about your comment about the curvature of the earth and how you believed Stephen Kraner rather than
did your own research. I have enclosed an attachment for you to read and look at. It will help you understand what a qualified
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plumber, engineer and others say about it. Here is a hint. What they teach in engineer's school and in the text books IS NOT THE
COMMON PRACTICE when laying pipe or railroad tracks or building bridge and canals etc. that supposedly have to take into
consideration the curvature of the Earth. They don't have to because it DOES NOT EXIST IN A SCRIPTURALLY BASED
GEOCENTRIC FLAT EARTH MODEL THAT OUR CREATORS FASHIONED!

Peace and Blessings
Charles
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